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Cyberpunk 2077 release time us

(Image credit: CD Projekt) Cyberpunk 2077 is almost here. Preloads are now live, and the Cyberpunk 2077 release date, the time it will unlock on all of our PCs, is just hours away. Exactly how many hours depends on your timezone.The release date is December 10th, but the release time actually differs for PC launch, some of us will be able to play in
the morning, while others may end up staying awake until late at night to jump into Night City.Here's the breakdown of exactly when Cyberpunk 2077 unlocks in each timezone. While you're waiting to play it yourself, why not read our review?When does Cyberpunk 2077 unlock?The official Cyberpunk 2077 release date is December 10th at 12 am
GMT. That means players in the UK can start unlocking and playing Cyberpunk 2077 at midnight. (That's actually 1 am for CD Projekt's developers in Poland, so they're going to be staying up real late that night as the launch unfolds.)Good news for PC gamers in North America: You'll get to start playing Cyberpunk 2077 while it's still light out on
December 9th! Here's a quick look at how the release date breaks down across major timezones: 4 pm PT on December 97 pm ET on December 912 am GMT on December 108 am CST on December 1011 am AEDT on December 10If you're not in one of those time zones, a map tweeted by CD Projekt has more details. You can also click on this time
zone calculator link to add your own timezone. It'll do the math for you, so you don't have to second guess the timezone conversion.The wait is almost over!If you're looking to play #Cyberpunk2077 as soon as it's available, here's a map with global release timings. For PC and Stadia players, the release is simultaneous and scheduled for midnight
GMT, and for all console players – midnight local time. pic.twitter.com/W0QLIFAhH1December 3, 2020See moreConsole players are on a slightly different schedule: CD Projekt said that console versions "will release in each region at midnight local time." That means depending on where you live, you may end up playing Cyberpunk 2077 hours earlier
on PC than it's available on consoles.Expect at least one patch for Cyberpunk 2077 at launch. We had access to a 50GB patch during the review process, and CD Projekt has said that more fixes are coming on release.Here's an easily enlargeable version of the map that shows a range of timezones, if you want to triple-check your unlock time. Just click
the expand icon in the corner.(Image credit: CD Projekt Red) The Cyberpunk 2077 launch date is finally out and it is going to come on December 10, 2020. However, many players are still sceptical as the game keeps on getting postponed. With so many leaks coming out, CD Projekt Red has cleared the Cyberpunk 2077 release time as per the region.
If you have been wondering about what time does Cyberpunk 2077 come out, then do not worry, here is all you need to know about it. Also Read | Cyberpunk 2077 gameplay Leaked Online; Here's How The Early Game Looks Like What time does Cyberpunk 2077 come out? Cyberpunk 2077 is finally coming out and the timings have been released by
the developers. However, the preloads for Cyberpunk 2077 on PC are live as of Monday that is December 7, on the Epic Games Store, GOG.com, and Steam. The global unlock times for Cyberpunk 2077 on PlayStation 4, Stadia, Windows PC, and Xbox One users are specified by the developer. The Cyberpunk 2077 will be playable from December 10 at
12 AM GMT (December 10, 5:30 AM IST or December 9, 7 PM EST). The PS4 and Xbox One versions will be playable on PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X, respectively, through backward compatibility. Below is the list of the global Cyberpunk 2077 release time as per the regions specified by CD Projekt Red, have a look. Also Read | Boat Watch Enigma
price, features & more; Know all details here Global unlocks times for Cyberpunk 2077 by CD Projekt Red North America Los Angeles - Dec. 9, 4 PM PST Mexico City - Dec. 9, 6 PM CST New York - Dec. 9, 7 PM EST South America Bogota - Dec. 9, 7 PM. COT Brazil - Dec. 9, 9 PM BRT Europe/Western Asia London - Dec. 10, 12 AM GMT Paris - Dec.
10, 1 AM CET Warsaw - Dec. 10, 1 AM CET Moscow - Dec. 10, 3 AM MSK Istanbul - Dec. 10, 3 AM TRT Dubai - Dec. 10, 4 AM GST Africa Cairo - Dec. 10, 2 AM EET Johannesburg - Dec. 10, 2 AM SAST Eastern Asia Beijing - Dec. 10, 8 AM CST Singapore - Dec. 10, 8 AM SGT Seoul - Dec. 10, 9 AM KST Tokyo - Dec. 10, 9 AM JST Oceania Sydney - Dec.
10, 11 AM AEDT Wellington - Dec. 10, 1 PM NZDT Also Read | Amazon Next Sale December 2020; Know all the details here! Also Read | Flipkart Next Sale December 2020; Know all the details here! CD Projekt Red has confirmed the Cyberpunk 2077 PC release time. Even if you're sceptical about the game actually launching on December 10, the
fact that the devs have now committed to precise launch timing should help ease those fears. Plus, the studio has confirmed that you will be able to pre-load on December 7. Cyberpunk 2077 officially launches on December 9 at 4:00PM PST / 7:00PM EST, or December 10 at midnight GMT. That's a single, global release time no matter where in the
world you're located, and it will apply across Steam, GOG, the Epic Store, and Stadia. On consoles, the game will launch at midnight in your local time zone. You'll be able to pre-load the GOG version of Cyberpunk 2077 – which you can also pre-order via Humble – on December 7 at 3:00 AM PST / 6:00 AM EST / 11:00 AM GMT. Steam and Epic preloads will be available on the same day starting at 9:00 PST / 11:00 AM EST / 4:00 PM GMT. Xbox pre-loads are already live, and PlayStation pre-loads will begin “two days prior to the release date”. Yes, friends, the Cyberpunk 2077 release date is nearly here. Check out the Cyberpunk 2077 system requirements to make sure you’re ready to run it.
You can buy Cyberpunk 2077 on the Humble store by clicking here. Can you run it? Check your setup against the Cyberpunk 2077 PC specs. The developers describe the content like this: “Cyberpunk 2077 contains strong language, intense violence, blood and gore, as well as nudity and sexual material. ” Please enter your birth date to continue: 1 2 3
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1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Cyberpunk 2077 is hours away from its global release, so we want to make sure you're prepared for what might be the single biggest game launch of the year. Below, we recap all you
need to know about platform-specific release times, preloads, editions and more.What time does Cyberpunk 2077 release?Unlike most games that stick to a standard 12 a.m. EST launch time across all platforms, Cyberpunk 2077 features a staggered rollout plan depending on your platform and timezone. Especially if you're playing on PC or Stadia,
launch may be sooner than you think. Check out this official release time graphic from CD Projekt RED. 'Cyberpunk 2077' arrives soon. Check out the full list of release times above. 'Cyberpunk 2077' is available December 10 on Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, PS5, PS4, PC and Stadia. CD Projekt RED PC/Stadia: December 9 at 7 p.m. ESTConsole:
December 10 at 12 a.m. local timeThat's right, those planning to enjoy Cyberpunk 2077 via Stadia, GOG, the Epic Games Store or Steam will have a handful of hours exploring Night City ahead of those on PlayStation or Xbox. That being said, considering how long most of us have waited to play Cyberpunk, the slight differential in release times
shouldn't matter too much.What about Cyberpunk 2077 preloads?Just like most major triple-A releases Cyberpunk 2077 does indeed support preloads on Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, PS5, PS4 and PC. The dates those preloads start and the size of the download varies by platform.Xbox: Preloads went live December 3 at 11 a.m. EST and take up about
60GB of hard drive space.PlayStation: Preloads went live around 12 a.m. local time December 8 and take up around 70GB of hard drive space.PC: Preloads began December 7 at 6 a.m. EST on GOG and 11 a.m. EST on Steam and EGS. Preloads require about 70GB of hard drive space.Unfortunately, given that Cyberpunk 2077 requires a 40GB day-one
patch, the final file size of the game is currently a bit difficult to pin down.Here's a quick overview of how to preload on all platformsGo to the Cyberpunk 2077 store page on the PlayStation Store, Microsoft Store, Steam, Epic Games Store or GOG, and you should be given the option to download the game.On PS4 or PS5, scroll over to your games
Library and select Cyberpunk 2077. The option to download the game should appear.On Xbox One or Xbox Series X|S, Cyberpunk 2077 should be visible in the "ready to install" section of "Games & apps."In Steam, open your Library and click the Preload button in the Cyberpunk 2077 area.What editions of Cyberpunk 2077 exist? There isn't much
debate about which edition of 'Cyberpunk 2077' you should buy. CD Projekt RED Now that you know the exact release time and preload details for Cyberpunk 2077, you may be curious about the various editions of the game that are available for purchase. Here's the full rundown. Simply put, there's basically only one version of the game that's
currently for sale.Cyberpunk 2077 Standard edition: This edition features a copy of the game plus the following bonuses.PhysicalWorld Compendium detailing the game's setting and lorePostcards from Night CityMap of Night CityStickersDigitalGame soundtrackArt booklet featuring a selection of art from the gameCyberpunk 2020
sourcebookWallpapers for desktop and mobileYou can buy this at all major storefronts. The only real aberration worth knowing is that Walmart and Amazon are both offering pre-orders for $49, which is $10 less than everywhere else. There's a massive $249 Collector's Edition, of course, but those sold out a long time ago.Cyberpunk 2077 is available
December 10 on Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, PS5, PS4, PC and Stadia.How are you feeling about Cyberpunk 2077 leading up to its release? Will this game deliver on its high expectations? Tell us in the comments section!
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